By increase owning vehicle, infrastructure that accept vehicle is very poor on present that People's commuting is rapidly change to vehicle-use-form in metropolitan area. Although Transportation demand management is enforced, traffic is heavy but studies lake in internal and external. This study select Transportation demand management that enforce in internal and external and do a survey. Based on this survey, conduct AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) analvsis, Transportation demand management that enforce internal and external compare, decide superiority and understand every particular items' importance and satisfaction that users think. Also based on importance that collect by AHP analysis compare Transportation demand management character. Finally figure that grasped by this study, analysis present, found future TDM course and applicate future transportation improvement. 
국내·외 교통수요관리 정책
. Vehicle arrival traffic compare ratio in Seoul(%) 2.0(88,788vehicles/4,437,534vehicles)
Ceiling for the parking lot appled target area's arrival traffic ratio(%) 3.6 ~ 4.5
Until 1997~2000 Ceiling for the parking lot appled target area compare non-residence building permit area ratio in Seoul 10.0% (1,758/17,471)2)
Caution: 1) Because Ceiling for the parking lot appled target area is partial are, It is estimated to supposition that Ceiling for the parking lot appled target area and developable density (Commercial areas' developable density is higher( than another areas'(multiplicate 3~5) 2) Until 1997~2000 (4years) Seoul non-residence building permit area is calculated by appling annual average non-residence gross areas' ratio in Seoul gross area included residence(National Statistical Office data base) until 1997~2000. Source: Seoul, ｢Appraisal of Appling Ceiling for the parking lot and improvement plan｣, 2001. Table 29에서 보여주고 있다. 
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